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About This Game

Bouncing Duck Simulator allows you to fulfill your wildest dreams. Bouncing a rubber duck around, bouncing a pink rubber
duck around, bouncing... more ducks? Don't be shy, you gotta bounce them all!

The game features:
- A room made of 6 walls, allowing for crazy bouncing action!

- Three differents endings and hidden techniques/achievements, for a great replayability!
- A wide range of collectable ducks that you have to find to complete the Duckedex to 100%!

- Many duck combinations and non-linear gameplay, every playthrough is unique!
- Various duck sounds that will haunt you for days (months), even during your sleep!

Bounce your way to the ultimate title of Master Bouncer!
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Never in my life have I once thought to myself that I needed a game so badly until I saw it. Would pay for future DLC tbh.. Best
game I've ever played 10/10

I cried at the end ;(. A bit different.. Please do not BUY this game! This is worst indie ever i played on my life and even for that
PRICE. $5 for 1 hour or less for this game and you can do is touching bouncing duck, boring game. Other way you would save
ur $5 or buy any better Indie game for $5 with 10+ hour game. Also the dev promised us to add some features and adding some
options with mouse settings,vsync settings,graphics settings and then what? After a half year he still didn't did something with it.
Just silent and silent. So DO NOT BUY THIS GAME if you want save your money.. I never knew I needed this game until I
played it...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H96uXN-mIGk. Bounce a duck. Keep bouncing it. Eventually bounce two ducks.
Eventually host a duck bouncing party.
10/10, totally what you'd expect of a "Bouncing Duck Simulator".. the game is the best once you figure out how to get negative
points and open the chest. tuli tästä pelistä nasu mieleen. In a world... gone mad!

Throw ducks for fun...

Actually gets pretty intense on the hardware with enough baby ducks.. this game is cool
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Great simulator.. would be a good game if the sound actually worked (yes its definitely not a problem my end). Who could've
guessed bouncing ducks would be this fun. This is a physics/puzzle game in the same general vein as Goat Simulator but much
shallower and more limited.

You're in a small room throwing a rubber duck around. The more you can bounce it, the more "unlocks" you get (ducks with
different physical bouncing properties, things to enlarge some ducks and so on). A counter on the wall lets you know how much
the ducks have bounced. Growing one duck quite large helps because rolling on the floor apparently counts as a bounce (yes, the
bouncing duck simulator is so badly implemented that the developers didn't bother differentiating rolling from bouncing... you
had one job, guys)

They want $5 for a non-competitor to Goat Simulator... which in itself was a novelty game that didn't really go anywhere. How
can I possibly recommend this?. thank u dukc simulator ありがとう :)). It's a meme game, that could be developed by any
reasonably familiarised with Unity developer. Has no depth, crappy graphics and dozen achievements in place of a game
objective. Just no - it's a waste of time.. Just buy this game, don't look up things about it, just play the game and enjoy yourself.
Worth the money.
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